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Time for a time-out
boutique retreats, based in Munich, is the retreat division of 
comsense communications consultancy. We organise retreats 
that offer you a precious break from everyday life.

With creative treats called Seelenschmeichler, they are a gift to 
yourself, your senses and your soul. Experienced Retreat Guides 
inspire you with new impulses. They create space and time for 
the most important person in your life: you.
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Remember what it was like to play as a child and experience  
life with all senses? Climbing, finger painting, hula hooping, 
building dream castles and playing dress up to your heart’s  
content. Most people have forgotten.

At school we learned to function, but we unlearned how to 
play. We started to believe that it has no value, no sense.  
We do our jobs dutifully. We do what is expected of us and  
forget to love ourselves and our lives.

Movement and play are just as “sensible” today as they  
were then, because they stimulate our senses. With the  
Seelenschmeichler you can reactivate your play instinct and  
follow your heart. And: at our retreats you don’t need a plan  
– breathing and trust are enough.

"Just be here 
– really be here with all your senses”*

* from the book “Diana, Herself: An Allegory of Awakening”  
by Martha Beck
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Location
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Prana-Ibiza
RETREAT CENTRE

WHY IBIZA?

Ibiza is full of original beauty and spiritual power.  
Historically, Ibiza is considered as a magical island 
blessed by the gods. On Ibiza we are at a place of 
boundless energy, where you can peacefully reflect  
on yourself and feel alive. Full of trust. Full of admi- 
ration. This is your moment.

WHAT MAKES PRANA-IBIZA SO SPECIAL?

The Ibizan finca is located only a stone’s throw from Santa Eulària and  
is the perfect oasis to unwind. With its lush tropical gardens, fountain, 
swimming pool and ornamental fish pond, the house and grounds are  
the perfect place to enjoy our retreat. The fragrant tangerines and orange 
trees are a feast for the senses. A garden full of herbs and vegetables  
invites you to explore. With its authentic charm, the house is the perfect 
place to meet – with yourself.
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LANGUAGE
German and English

TRAVEL DATE
Check-in: 27.06.2020 at 3:00 pm
Checkout: 02.07.2020 at 11:00 am
@Prana-Ibiza

THE RETREAT IS SUITABLE 
FOR BEGINNERS.

Spark your senses
– A CREATIVE RETREAT
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WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM OUR IBIZA RETREAT?

Would you like to dive deeper into your creativity and at the same 
time take a break near the sea? Then come to Ibiza with us! See the 
world with different eyes. Approach things playfully and with joy.

Sometimes you have to unwind, recharge your batteries and return 
to your true self. We will pause again and again over the five 
days and cultivate joy. We will playfully practice many creative 
treats (Seelenschmeichler) that open our hearts and souls through 
the senses.

You will have enough space for yourself and have a great time 
with like-minded people. Let yourself drift, enjoy the wonderful 
ambience in Prana-Ibiza and find the key to your creative potential.

In addition to yoga classes for early risers – in which we welcome 
the day – it is the Seelenschmeichler that make you feel alive. 
They put you in touch with your innermost being and possibly 
bring long buried wishes and dreams into your consciousness. 
Perhaps you feel that

> you haven’t found your heart project yet
> you would like to live more according to your inner truth or
> you want to bring more joy and ease into your life

There is also enough time for those topics – reflection in a group 
or with you alone is a deliberate part of our retreat. If necessary, 
topics can also be deepened in discussions with the Retreat Guides 
in a protected safe contained environment.

“Ask what makes you come alive 
and go do it. ”

Howard Thurman
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WHICH TREATS (SEELENSCHMEICHLER) WILL WE OFFER?

Our Seelenschmeichler sessions will focus on the integration  
of all five senses while the term “expression” will be our guiding 
principle.

It can be “expression” through mindful movement. “Expression” 
through creative design and art. “Expression” through connec-
tion. “Expression” through words and writing. “Expression” 
through music.

We combine calm exercises with moments to slow down and 
relax, to recharge and regenerate with dynamic ones to release 
energy. This way you learn to reactivate your inner balance.

5 days
5 senses
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The times here are only guidelines. Depending on the dynamics and length  
of the individual sessions, the times can vary accordingly.

Saturday, 27.06.2020
Arrival, dinner, getting to know each other

Sunday to Wednesday
8:00 am Morning yoga / Morning meditation

9:00 am Breakfast
10:00 am – 01:00 pm Seelenschmeichler session 

afterwards time for reflection and leisure
07:30 pm Dinner

Thursday, 02.07.2020
Breakfast and departure

WHO IS OUR IBIZA RETREAT FOR?

People who follow their heart. People who wish for a 
break to recharge their batteries and grow spiritually. 
People who want to take time to reflect. People who 
want to move the body and to calm the mind. People 
who are looking for inspiration and a community with 
like-minded people. And those who long for Mediterra-
nean sunshine, the sea and the wind.
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> 5 nights of accommodation / shared double / twin occupancy at Prana-Ibiza 
(to be paid in cash on site)

> Morning yoga or meditation (yoga mats available)
> Daily treats (Seelenschmeichler) with integrated time for reflection
> In addition to the approximately three hours of practice per day, which are 

individually determined on site and adapted to the group, there will be plenty 
of time to relax

> 5 x vegetarian breakfast with fresh fruits, healthy juices, muesli / porridge, 
sweet and savoury dishes

> 2 x delicious and nourishing dinner at Prana-Ibiza (3 courses from our private chef)
> Unlimited water, herbal tea and snacks (fresh fruits and nuts)

NOT INCLUDED IN THE TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT ARE

> Return flight
> Transfer from and to the airport
> Food and beverages other than mentioned in the travel arrangement

Price for accommodation
€ 535 per person, shared double room  

(to be paid in cash on site)

Retreat Package
€ 845 per person  

(deposit due upon booking)

Travel services
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Retreat 
Guides
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As a professional flamenco dancer, Lexi danced for 23 years on  
the stages of the world. Since the end of her dance career 10 years 
ago, she has dedicated her heart to yoga. In her life there was also  
a period as Executive Manager Airport Operations at Comair Ltd. 
(South Africa). There she successfully and with heart led a team of 
over 800 employees.

It is this rare combination that has given Lexi the opportunity to 
merge her passions. This gave her the privilege to dedicate herself 
to dance, movement, yoga and a continuous development towards 
self-knowledge on her path of life.

“The body has its own unique form of expression and sometimes 
we need to move beyond the mind, beyond our limits, to tap into 
this. This attitude to life has made my dancing career easier and it is 
an attitude to life that I love to share with others.”

Lexi Parolis
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Your heart’s desire to follow your soul – Claudia will show you how to do it. 
Claudia is mother of a wonderful daughter, artist, trainer and coach for potential 
and soul development.

Coming from the world of big brands in marketing, Claudia has been coaching 
and training a process, which enables people to walk and live the path of their 
own fire for over 20 years. She inspires people to feel what really gives us joy 
of life and kindles our inner fire. She motivates us to dare and trust ourselves 
to live our unlived dreams – the best version of yourself.

Through her own life journey Claudia combines different artistic disciplines, 
such as dreaming, visions and intuitive painting. She is down-to-earth to make 
the new in us visible and builds bridges to bring out the unique – the inner 
beauty in people – with ease.

Her motto: transformation happens through creativity. So you can radiate more 
and more from within yourself. “The world needs YOUR unique gift, which only 
YOU hold in your hands.”

Claudia Grotzek
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Brigitte is the founder of comsense and boutique retreats, both companies that focus on 
people. She has been successfully designing, planning and implementing events for more 
than 20 years. Brigitte’s entrepreneurial spirit and her experience with international events, 
VIP care and hospitality management make every retreat a feast for the senses.

Her passion and the joy of working with people make her a wonderful hostess with charm 
and a big heart. Brigitte is also a creative, down-to-earth trainer who specializes in inter-
cultural communication. Humanity in cooperation and the promotion of human potential 
are her driving force.

As a “Retreat Guide” she takes her participants on a journey to more humanity. Into a  
time out full of surprises. In a very intuitive way she teaches Seelenschmeichler activities 
such as journaling, writing workshop, value dialogue and vision work.

Brigitte loves life and people. Her unshakable trust that things will happen when the time 
is right is something you feel immediately when you meet her. “And that is what I try to 
convey to the retreat participants.”

Brigitte Graf



CONTACT

brigitte@boutique-retreats.de
+ 49 179 29 52 452
www.boutique-retreats.de

© boutique retreats | Pictures by Christiane Kunder, Prana-Ibiza

See you soon!

https://www.instagram.com/boutique_retreats/
https://www.facebook.com/byboutiqueretreats/



